to control the flow of water and a hose coupling are attached to the other end. The valve is cracked so water drips out of the holes in the point. Then the tube can be inserted to a depth of 2 to 3 feet or more. A little water is allowed to flow through the holes until the soil in the surrounding area becomes moist. Then the irrigator is moved to another spot. It is important to open the valve slowly, and part way only, otherwise the force of the water may wash out soil and turf in an irregular area around the tube.

**Feser Devises Novel Method**

Leo Feser devised a novel method for eliminating dry spots which he claims is easier, quicker, and more effective. Necessity was the mother of invention. A daily fee course located on his home property is operated by a son and daughter to earn part of their college education. When localized dry spots developed last summer forking of the greens was out of the question for the two of them. The task of routine maintenance kept them more than busy. Leo recalled a unique method that was tried successfully on some dry greens in Superior, Wis. They were flooded with water and it was promptly rolled into the green with a light-weight roller. He built the contraption illustrated in the accompanying pictures. Mrs. Feser’s clothes wringer supplied the two rubber rollers and the handle was made from ½ inch pipe with a hose coupling at the top end. Water from the outlet along side the green flows through the hose into the hopper and out through small holes along the bottom edge. The water is rolled into the greens as the machine moves back and forth over the dry spot. Feser claims one man can cover all the greens in a day or less without hurry ing. Other greenkeepers may find the Feser roller-sprinkler the solution of a perplexing problem.

**Minnesota PGA Clinic at U. of Minn., April 5-6**

Minnesota PGA golf business clinic held annually in cooperation with the physical education and athletic department of the University of Minnesota will be held at the university, Minneapolis, April 5 and 6.

The Minnesota PGA program is rated by those who’ve seen the national and sectional pro business clinics as the most practical of the lot. Close association between the Minnesota pros and the state university P.E. and athletic department and other members of the faculty results in a program well balanced in business methods, instruction techniques, candid and expert appraisals of present methods and research into possibilities of pro business development. Sessions are well attended and are invariably valuable.

**Peoria Stages "Best Little Tournament in the Midwest"**

The 1948 Peoria (Ill.) Open will be another $5,000 two-day event tentatively scheduled for June 26-27 over the Newman CC course. Sponsors indicate they may follow in the footsteps of other cities who have staged tournaments of this caliber year after year and enter the “big circuit” by putting up $10,000 in prize money. However, the rapid rise in popularity and acceptance by participants in the four years the Peoria Open has been held in growing from a $400 event to the present $5,000 affair prompts the Board of Governors to take stock of this rapid growth and adopt a long range policy of applying time, money and energy toward continually improving an established tourney and thus avoid the danger of failure in expanding too rapidly.

Much credit for the successful staging of the Peoria event goes to genial Fred Sprenger, Newman professional who is affectionately referred to as “the daddy of the Peoria Open” by the civic and sports minded men and women who have aided and abetted in the sponsorship of the tourney.

Abe Espinosa became the first champion. In 1945 Peorians offered $2500 prize money for the 54 hole medal play and saw Detroit’s own Ed Furgol cop top honors. The third year the popular Peoria Open rose to $3000.00 in War Bond prizes and found its course record shattered by Australian born big “Jim” Ferrier. Ferrier shot 3 sub par rounds of 69-68-65 for 202 total. The fourth annual tourney held last year experienced the greatest field of all time bolstered by the defending champion copping the National PGA crown prior to his defense at Newman July 12-13. As the entry deadline closed, such names as E. J. “Dutch” Harrison, Dick Metz, Ky Laffoon, Tommy Wright, Leonard Dodson, Bob Hamilton, and “Skip” Alexander graced the pairing roster.

Fred Hans, Jr., New Orleans, grabbed the early lead with a course record round of 64, one stroke better than Ferrier’s brilliant 65 the year before. However, with Haas almost certain of victory, Carolinian Skip Alexander scored the most exciting and par shattering finish any Peorian has ever seen. When the smoke cleared Alexander had posted rounds of 67-67-65 . . . 17 under par for a 199 total against Haas’ even 200.

The results of the 1947 Peoria Open has only fostered higher contributions by Peorians at large who gratefully accept the acknowledgement of their invitations to professional and amateur golfers throughout the country for bringing to this midwestern city of some 120,000 people “the best little tournament in the midwest.”
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